Introduction
A data structure based on an eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [1] hierarchy according to experimental nuclear structure data in the Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File (ENSDF) [2] is presented. A Python-coded translator has been developed to interpret the standard one-card records of the ENSDF datasets, together with their associated quantities defined according to field position, and generate corresponding representative XML output. The quantities belonging to this mixed-record format are described in the ENSDF manual [3] . Of the 16 ENSDF records in total, XML output has been successfully generated for 15 records. An XML-translation for the Comment Record is yet to be implemented; this will be considered in a separate phase of the overall translation effort. Continuation records, not yet implemented, will also be treated in a future phase of this work.
Several examples are presented in this document to illustrate the XML schema and methods for handling the various ENSDF data types. However, the proposed nomenclature for the XML elements and attributes need not necessarily be considered as a fixed set of constructs. Indeed, better conventions may be suggested and a consensus can be achieved amongst the various groups of people interested in this project. The main purpose here is to present an initial phase of the translation effort to demonstrate the feasibility of interpreting ENSDF datasets and creating a representative XML-structured hierarchy for data storage.
The XML tree
A few points regarding various aspects of the data structure:
• Prolog: A prolog defines the XML version and character encoding on the first line of the generated output.
• Root element: The root element of the XML document in the proposed schema is always <ensdf2xml>.
• Complex elements: Generally, complex elements (i.e. XML elements with at least one attribute or sub (child) element) are used to describe the tree structure of the XML document in a nested hierarchy in accordance with the interpreted data sequence parsed in the original ENSDF file.
• Multiple spin assignments: Frequently, several spin permutations may be reported for a single level in a given Level Record. The structure presented in Fig. 9 illustrates a possible way for representing these data in XML.
• Extensions to the data structure: The XML structure is not space-limited and can easily be extended to include additional data elements derived from the ENSDF quantities. For example, <lifetime> data may derived from <halflife> data in the Parent (Sec. 3.6; Fig. 5 ) and Level (Sec. 3.9; Figs. 8, 9, and 10) records.
• Explicit versus Implicit: Final levels associated with γ decays may only be inferred implicitly from the ENSDF Gamma and Level records. However, by indexing the levels, the final levels associated with the respective γ decays can now be added to the XML hierarchy as an additional data element (Sec. 3.14, Figs. 15 and 16).
• Uncertainties: All <uncertainty> complex elements contain the following two attributes: value; pdf. Only two probability density functions (pdf) are currently considered: pdf=''normal'' and pdf=''asymmetric''. If value=''0'' or value=''None'', then pdf=''NA'' is adopted.
• Asymmetric uncertainties: Quantities with asymmetric uncertainties are frequently encountered in ENSDF datasets. In these circumstances the following actions are taken:
(i) upper and lower bounds are reported as independent attributes;
(ii) the two methods outlined in Ref. [4] describing symmetrization of asymmetric uncertainties are adopted to generate normally-distributed values.
A representative example of an XML hierarchy for reporting a mixing ratio (belonging to the Gamma Record) with an associated asymmetric uncertainty is shown in Fig. 17 .
The Identification Record: <identification/>
Field Name XML Element XML Attributes 
The Comment Record
Comments are not currently being considered for translation. This issue will be addressed in the future. 
